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1. The title of the innovation competition is the “WAZIHUB Innovation competition”. 

2. The IoT Prototyping competition is aimed at supporting entrepreneurs learn how to build             
working prototypes with the help of our trainers, the WAZIUP IoT development kits and              
Cloud platform. 

3. Entry in the competition signifies acceptance of these terms and conditions. 

4. The call for application is free to enter and opens on 31st March 2020. 

5. The call is open to developers, hubs and startups with a technical and business              
background. Female applications are highly encouraged. 

6. Valid entries by those who have entered the competition will be considered and assessed              
by the WAZIHUB core team and WAZIHUB consortium partner representatives.          
Selection of successful participants is entirely at the discretion of representatives. 

7. Eligible participants may submit no more than one application. 

8. Eligible participants must apply for the call, following the process outlined in the             
guidelines by 30th April 2020. 

9. Entries which are not made in accordance with the guidelines or which are received after               
the closing time/date for submission will not be valid. 

10. The primary contacts for each successful valid entry at the application stage will be              
notified by email by May 2020. 

11. Successful participants will be invited to participate in the prototyping stage of the             
competition. 

12. The prototyping stage will be held at the various partner hubs in their respective              
countries. Respective hubs and countries include: 

a. Ghana - Kumasi Hive 

b. Kenya - @iLabAfrica 



 
c. Senegal - Sonatel 

d. South Africa - The Makerspace Foundation 

e. Tanzania - Dar Teknohama Business Incubator (DTBi) 

f. Uganda -  Hive Colab 

13. Without prejudice to No.14, successful participants may be invited, at the discretion of             
the consortium partners to enter into various discussions regarding next steps such as             
trials or market replication.. 

14. Notwithstanding No.13 above, WAZIHUB Consortium and its partner hubs are under no            
obligation to develop feasibility studies, trials or enter into any further agreements or             
discussions with the successful participants. Nor does it make any guarantees, warranties            
or representations as to the likely success of participants’ projects in the market. 

15. Successful prototyping participants may be required to participate in post-event publicity,           
including photographs. 

16. WAZIHUB accepts no responsibility or liabilities for entries or any other correspondence            
lost, damaged, corrupted or otherwise harmed in transit or whilst under use by             
WAZIHUB or the WAZIHUB Partner hubs. 

17. Title to all intellectual property rights (IPR) in the valid entries by eligible participants              
will vest in the eligible participants until the outcome of the prototyping stage of the               
competition is communicated, after which WAZIHUB and the successful participants          
will enter into further discussions regarding existing and future IPR. 

18. Titles to all IPR in the information shared with participants by WAZIHUB shall remain              
vested in WAZIHUB Consortium. WAZIHUB Consortium does not grant licence, right,           
title or interest in respect of any IPR. 

19. Participants shall not disclose to any third party, save as may be required, any              
information relating to the competition and/or the business of the WAZIHUB consortium            
or its partners nor shall participants issue or cause to be issued any publicity or               
advertising relating to the competition without the prior written consent of the            
WAZIHUB consortium. Participants undertake not to use any confidential information          
other than as permitted to enable participation in the competition. 



 
20. The obligation outlined above shall not apply to any information which at the date of               

disclosure to participants by the WAZIHUB Consortium is in the public domain or             
already known to participants. 

21. Participants shall comply with all WAZIHUB Innovation competition rules and          
guidelines. 

22. The WAZIHUB Consortium reserves the right to refuse entry or disqualify anyone in             
breach of these T&Cs 

23. This competition will be managed by the WAZIHUB Partner hub teams.  

24. In the event of any conflict between these T&Cs and any other document or discussion               
relevant to the competition (including but not limited to the guidelines and T&Cs), these              
conditions shall apply unless expressly stated otherwise. 

25. Please do not apply if any of these T&Cs are unacceptable. 

  


